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Impedance of Detonator Wires
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The nominal impedance of a detonator has been quoted as nominally 1 n. This is a DC
value. What happens at high frequency, say 1 GHz?
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To consider this problem take a hypothetical case of a wire.

Nichrome: a :::::106 S/ m

RQ(DC) = ~
aJra

Ro = RO£ :::: 1n (nominally)
£ = 1cm = length (could be more)
RQ = lOOn/m

1 10-8
:::::

JraRQ
a :::::56 urn

2a (diameter) :::: 0.11 mm (reasonable?)

:::::0.32 x 10-8

High frequency internal impedance - skin effect - equal resistance and reactance
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assume u = flo (if larger gives minimum Z')
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Setting this to 1 gives a break frequency fo

So we are starting to see some increase in the resistance by a factor

This still has R« 100n or so (the source impedance), changing the current negligibly.

Required power level is reduced by this factor, and range is increased by

[ ~o]114 -- 1.3 _J ( range increase

This just emphasizes the need to know the resistance at high frequencies. It would also
help to have better data on materials, u, a; and geometry of the detonator wire(s). One could
make measurements of the detonator impedance as a function of frequency at very low power
levels (far below detonation threshold).
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